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Abstract
The monetary setup of the European Central Bank (ECB) centers around short-term
securities repurchase agreements (repos) which ensure the ¯exibility of its money market
management. However, a ¯exible repo-based monetary policy exposes banks to both
interest rate risk and liquidity risk. This paper investigates the consequences for the
money supply process and the conduct of monetary policy. We develop a loan supply
model with maturity transformation and show how banks respond when future monetary policy is expected to become tighter or more uncertain. Our results also shed light
on the rationale behind the use of dierent pricing rules in the ECB's repo auctions. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
On 1 January 1999 the Euro was created and the European Central Bank
(ECB) started its monetary policy operations. In contrast to the US and the
UK, where open market operations dominate, central bank credits are of
overwhelming importance in the monetary setup of the ECB. Speci®cally, the
ECB's most important policy instruments for money market management and
the control of the monetary base involve short-term securities repurchase aggreements (repos) where the bulk of reserves is auctioned o. 1 The repo rate is
the key interest rate that governs short-term interest rates and signals the
stance of monetary policy. This paper investigates how the characteristic features of the repo-based European monetary setup aect the money supply
process and the conduct of monetary policy.
Since repos mature and are renewed on a weekly basis, the extensive use of
repos enables the ECB to adjust banks' re®nancing conditions ¯exibly and even
at short notice. This ¯exibility increases the importance of policy signals and of
banks' expectations and guesstimates for the money supply process. For example, for European banks it is of considerable interest whether the ECB
performs its upcoming repo auctions as `variable rate tenders' (where the repo
rate is uncertain) or as `®xed rate tenders' where the repo rate is preannounced
and the central bank gives a strong signal about the monetary policy stance.
This indicates that the ECB in¯uences money supply just by being more or less
vague or determined about the future course of monetary policy. We are
therefore particularly interested in the question how banks cope with uncertainty about future monetary policy.
Until recently, the ECB has organized its main re®nancing operations exclusively as ®xed rate tenders in order to reduce the prevailing uncertainty at
the start of the monetary union. In a ®xed rate tender, the ECB sets the re®nancing rate and banks bid the amount of reserves they wish to borrow. As a
result, the European monetary base becomes endogenous. Endogeneity of the
monetary base is limited, however, since the central bank controls the access to
repo credits.
In order to explore these features of the European monetary setup, we will
employ a two-period loan supply model where banks use a sequence of shortterm central bank credits to re®nance long-term loans. In this situation banks
care about the future course of monetary policy for two reasons. First, the
¯exibility of monetary policy implies that future re®nancing rates are uncertain. Banks are therefore exposed to interest rate risk. Second, due to the
controllability of repo credits there is a liquidity risk because, if access to
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In a repo, the central bank buys securities on condition that the seller (the bank) simultaneously
repurchases the securities forward. Hence repos are central bank credits collaterized with securities.

